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Physics. - "On tlte 1i1rt,qnetization of jerrornagnetic suostances 
consiclerecl in connectwn witlt tlte asswnption of zero-point 
eneryy. Ir. On t!te susceptibilitf; in t!te excitecl jt31'1'oma,qnetic 
state". By Dr. W. H. KEESOM. Supplement N°. 32b to the Oom

munications from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden. Com

municated. by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. 

§ 5 1) The susceptibiHty of fm'1'o1na,ljnetic substances above thei1' 
CURIE-point. According to WEISS'S theory ferromagnetic snbstances 
above theu' CURIE-point, befol'e eventually adopting the paramagnetic 
state, pass into a state (eventnally a succession of different states) in 
which just as below the CURIE-point the magnetization produces a' 
molecular field. Tn that case, however, spontaneous magnetization 
does not occur an) more; hence the moleel] lar field only comes 
mto action when it is exclted by the external field. We assume in 

I 

this section that the rondition (15) for the existence of a CURIE-
point ls satisfied. For states, in w hich saturation is not yet 
appreclable 2), follows from equation (7), whirh then simplifies to 

1 
jl~ll = 3 n[J.a, with (8), (10), (11) and (16) for the specific suscep-

tibility (fol' unit of mass) : 

(27) 

hence 

. . (28) 

In the first approximation, viz. for equipal'tition, as weIl as in the 
&econd approximation, viz. when in the development according to 
posttive powers of x of the second member of the first of the 
eql1ations (5) only the fil'st two terms need to be considered 3), (28) 
passes into WMSS'S law fol' the susceptibility above the CURm-point: 

X-I .- (I-Tc) . . (29) 

In fig. (2) is shown how thc CUl've which gives X-I as a funetion 
of temperature, is del'ived fi'om UI as a funrtion of T. Aecording to 

1) The §§, equations and figures of this paper are numbered as continuations 
of thase in Suppl. No. 32a. 

2) ~'or these states no account has to be taken of the change, of Ul under thc 
influence of the fil'ld, which has been tl'eated in § 3b. 

3) 'Vith an accuracy of 1 01
0 in 111 this is the case fOI' '1' > 1.2 0u, with one of 

111/~o fOI '1'>400, 
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(5) /::,. = 15 @o' Fm snfiiciently high, temperatmes that curve may 

-
be regarded as straight. The assnmptions of the former paper involve, 

o 
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Fig. 2. 

however, that ,in the neighbourhood of fJ X-I as a function of T 
is cUl'ved more or less accoreling to the ratio of Tc to 0

0
, In an 

appreciabie measure this curvature may only be expected for high 
values of @o, sueh as fol' the monatomic ferromagnetlC elements. 

The obsel'vations by Wmss and FO}}x 1) concerning nichel, iron 2) 
and cobalt actllally point to a change of X-I as indicated by Fig. 2. 
It is tl'lle, that WEISS anel FOÈx represent X-I approximately by two 
portions of straight lines, at least fol' a certain reg ion of tempel'atures 
from the CURIE-point upwal'ds, but they remark expressly, that fol' 
instance 3) for nickel the inclination of the portion of the graph 
which is neal'est to 0 has no eleterminate val11e. 

In accordanee with this HONDA and TAKAGl4
) find the X-I, T-graph 

for nickel bet ween over 4000 C. and 5500 C. genUy cnrveel. Furthel' 
accol'ding to HONDA and TAKAGI this pOl'tion passes continuàusly into 

I the nearly _ straight pOl'tion 101' highel' temperatures. If we abstract 

1) P. WEIS5 and G. FOÈX, AlCh. sc. phys. et nat. (4) 31 (1911), p. 89. 
2) Cf. for this, ho we vel', A. PREUSS, Diss. Zürich (Techn. Hochsch.) 1912, p.64 

3) Cf. p. 95 l. C., for iron p. 97, cf. also in pal'ticlJlal' fol' cobalt p. 101. 

4) KÖTARÖ HONDA nnd HIROMU TAKAGI, Science R<'pOl'ts Töhoku University Sendai 
(1) 1 (1913), p. ~29. 
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from the point at the highest temperatul'e the X-1,T-curve graphed 
by them in Fig. I, pI. 1, l.c.; for nickel l

) has just the fOl'm which 
would be expected from Fig. 2 2

), 

§ 6. The possibility of the e,'ristence of ferromagnetic substances 
1Oitlwu,t CV!uE-point. It was pointed out in § 3a that on the assump
tion of a zero-point enel'gy for the molecnlar rotations the existence _ 
must be consic1el'ec1 possible of ferromag'netic l substances (substances 
with a molerular field), whirh do not sl10W the specific ferromag
netic proper ties. The condition for it was given in (14). Sneh a 
substance will have to be looked f01: in the fil'st instance among 
those which have a large zero-point onergy of rotation (a small 
moment of inertia) and a small moleclllal' magnetic moment, and. 
also a weak molecular field. 

From (7) follows, for states in whieh satlll'ation has not yet 
become appreciable, with (8), (10) and (11) for the susceptibility 

(30) 

In Fig. 3 are united the different cases which are possible for 
different val nes of the constant v, compal'ed with UlO' In this figure 
for the diffel'ent vallles öf v X-I has to be measllred from the corre
sponding hOl'lzontal line. 

lf at C01Jstant moleclllal' ma~netic moment anel constant zero-point 
energy the molecnlar field incl'eases from 0, we subsequenOy meet 
with the following cases: 

'u = 'Vl' At sufficiently high temperatnres X (T + .6.1) = cons't, 

J) Similar results they find for cobalt and iron. 
2) The observations' by WEISS and FOEX concernil1g the susceptibility of 

nickel above of the CURIE-point ean up to 8700 C. be reasouably weIl revresented 
wilh the value 00 == 2100 of § 4 .md wilh the magnetic moment of Ihe gramme
atom = 8552. This latter value differs from that derived in § 4 for the stale 
below the CURIE-point. On account of provisional calculations il secms, however, 
probable to me that for nickel the spontaneous magnetization below the CURIE
point as welt as the susceptibility 'in the excitcd ferromagnetic state above the 
OURIE point up to the temperatuJ'e menlioned above, according to the measure
ments by BLOCH, Thesis Zürich (Techn. Hochsch.) 1912, presumably even up 
to about 1200° C., can be represented with the same value of 0 0 and with the! 
same value of the magnetic moment per alom, and likewise with the same valtte 
of the molecular field In a foll~wing paper 1 hope to communicale the results 
of further calculations regal'ding t1.1is point. If these calculutions lead 10 a confirm
ation of that expectalion, the significanee of WEISS'S theory of the molecular 
field (completed by the assl1mplion made iu this communication regárding the 
thermal equilibrium of these molecular rotutions) will become even considerably 
greater. 
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(~ith positive D. t ). This chtss of suustnnces could be cnl1ed quasi
pamrnagnetic: the presencc of the moleculu,l' field only becomes 

.' 

1J 
.. :_ • __ .JL.... _____ ---;-_________ _=__ 

A r 
Fig. 3. 

apparent, as fal' as the sl1sceptibility is concerned, in this that these 
substances deviate from the law of corresponding states, which in 
accordance with the supposition made by KAMERLINGH ONNli.S and 
P~RRIER 1) and found confirmed in o OS'r1<1RHUIS' theol'y 2) is valid fol' 
purely paramagnetic substances (without moleculal' field) witlr 
constant magnetic moment. 

l' = v~. The substance follows over a large l'egion CURIE'S law 
(D.

2 
= 0). At Iow tempél'atlll'es the X-I, T-gl'aph is curven, a region 

with definite D. 2) cannot, however, be indicated. 
v = l'3' State of excited ferromag'netism, chal'acterised -by a posi

tive value of l:::.s in X (T - D. a) = const. fol' snfficiently high 
temperatllres. The substance has, however, no OURIE-point. 

l' = v
4

• Also no CURIE-point. If we abstract from satul'ation phe
nomena, X would continually in(,l'ease on approaching T = O. It is 
fol' such a sl1bstance o~ one which diffet's little fi'om it (1) little less 
than v 4) that one should in the fit'st instnl1ee expect the appearance 
of saturation phenomena n,t low temperatul'es. 

v = vs. Fel'romagnetic substètnce wüh Cunm-point. 

1) H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and ALB. PERRfER, Comm. NO, 124a (Dec. lml), § 3. 
cr. E. OOSTERHUIS, Suppl. N°. 31, These Pl'oceedings p. 440, note 4. 

2) Cf. E. OOSTERHUIS,.1. c. 

/' 
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§ 7. lncl'errse of the' moleculal' ma,qnetic moment witlt temperatul'e. 
In tbe discnssiolls of tbis and tbe former paper tbe molecular magnétic 

I • 
moment bas always been supposed to be constant and tbe magnetIc 
axis to ue a fixed axis in the 'magll'etic molecule. The simplest 
bypotbesis is that tbe electron or the electrons, wbose 111otion (fol' 
instanee in a cil'enlal' orbit) causes the mftgnetic moment, are bonnd 
to a detlnite place in the molecule. In ,this man~>.er one is led -to 
the hypothesis, that a magnetic molecule owes its magnetic moment 
to the f'act, that jt rotales l'ound a clefinite axis, whirh t11en is the 
magnetic axis, one or more electrons being sitnated at a distanre 
from it. As long as the rotational velocity is constant and the distan
ces of these electrons from the axis remain the same, the magnetié 
moment is constant. The question naturally arises, whether this 
rotation (l'ound the magnetic axis) also pal'ticipates in 'the thermal 
equilibrium. In the affirmative case the fact thai tbe velocity of 
rotation does not change appreciably fl'om low temperatm'es upwal'ds 
over a large region of t€'mpèratures would point to a large value 
of the constant &0 which corl'esponds to this rotation, and shollld 
be attributed to ,a partirularly sma11 moment of ïnertia about tbe 
corresponding axis. 

We may resume tbis as follows: a magnetic molecltle would be 
a molecule (Ol' part of it.) which has a small moment of inertia 
round a definite axis, so that with zero-point energy it rotates with 
great velocity l'onnd Ihis axis, and contains at least one electron 
which is bOllnd to a place in\ the molecule situated at a distance 
from that axis. 

AecOl'ding to this hypo thesis about the pal'tlcipation of the rotation 
which we now consider in the tbermal equilibriLlm, at higher tem
peratures the magnetic moment wIll begin to increase with tempe
ratllre, at first slowly, later on more rapidly. WEISS 1) has actually 
been led by the observations above the CURIE-point fol' mag:r..etite, to 
the hypo thesis of a magnetic moment incl'easing with temperature. 

\ A diffel'ence with Wmss's views lies in Hds, that WEISS ac10pts a 
discontinnous increase of the moleclliar magnetic moment in rational 
proportions, whereas from the above hypothesis one would rather 
expect a continuolls incl'ease of tbe molecular magnetic moment 
witb temperature. A further investigation will ha\'e to show, whethel' 
the measurements by W EISS and FoËx regarding this matter cannot 
be interpreted in this way, in particular for instanee with application 
of the de\'elopments of § 3a to the rolahonal energy which here 
comes into play. 

1) P. WEISS, Anh. sc. phys. el l1atur. (4) 31 (1911) p. 402, § 12. 
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If we keep in mind that for othel' snbstances the' moments of 
inertia about different axes possibly do not differ from each other 
to snch a degree as this seems to he the case with fel'romagnetic 
snbstances, and that with different ratios of the moments of inertia 
Yery different cases can occur for paramagnetic sllbstances also, and 
if in addition we take into considemtion the pO'5sibility that according 
to § 6 there exist &ubstance'5 whieh possess a molecnlar field, but 
not a CURIE-point, there seems room for the further interpretation of 
different cases met with, by DU Bors, HONDA, and OWEN 1) in their 
investigations regarding the snsceptibility of elements, and which 
C aJl11 ot aceordillg to OOSTERHUJS be represellted with the assumption 
of a constant magnetic moment without molecular field. 

A P PEN D I X. 

The following proof of equation (18) of this Communieation I 
was kindly commnnicated to me by Prof. LORENTZ. 

In this appendix the references to sections and equations relate 
to the article V 14, "Elektronentheorie", in the Math. Encyklopädie. 
Some notations in this appendix differ from those llsed in tbe fore
going communication. 

In considering the energy of a magnetized body one ean start 
fl'om two different points of view, viz. oné can assume: 

A. that the molecnlal' magnets really are permanent magnets 
(henee th at the magnetlc moment is not due to 'rotations or to the 
cil'culation of electric charges), or 

B. as in § 4813, that the magnetic moment is dne to n rotation 
or tv the cll'culation of electl'ic charges round a definite axis in 
the molecule. 

In both cases the magnetic energy may be put equal to }f H 2dS, 

the integration being taken over tbe whole space, including the space 
within tbe rnagnets. H is not tue same for the hypotheses A and B. 
On the assumption A we have to imagille "mttgnetism" distl'ibuted 
o\'er thé magnets, and to calculate the magnetic force dne to this 
magnetism. To this eventllally tbe magnetic force due to electl'ic 
Cl1l'rents is to be added. On tbe assnmption B we ha\'e to deal with 
the force H, whieh, accol'ding to the eq uations of the electron theory, 
is due to the circulating elertricity. 

1) H. DU Bors nnd K. HONDA. Pl·oceedings. Jan. 1910, p. 547. IC. HONDA. 

Ann. d. Phys. \ 4) 3~ (I910), p. 1027. Sciencc Reports Töhoku Univeri:'ity Sendai 
1 (1912), p. 1. M. ÛWEN. Proceedings. Dec. 1911, p. 637. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 37 
(1912), p. 657. 

., 
\ I 
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Corlcel'lling the molecular field we will assume that it consisJs of 
couples due to mutual actions of the molecules which Me not magnetic 
actions, and that on the assumption .B it is out of the question that the 
molecular field could change tbe moment of a magnet by induction. 
The energy pel' unit of volume due to the molecular field may be 
written as 

_1. kM2 
~ 2 , 

if klif represents the molecular field. 

We now follow the reasoning of § 52a. JIence we ronsider a 
ph}sicaJly infinitely small sphere of volume B within the magnetized 
body. The field within it, due to wh at lies outside it, is indicated 
by 2, the field due to what lies inside the sphere by 1. 

The energy within the sphere due to 2 may be called : Ba, 
that " " " "" the superposition of2 and 1:Bb, 

" " " " " ... " 1 : Be. 
In calculating the latter we distinguish: 
th~ own energy of each elemental'y magnet contained in B indivi-

dually; the sum of these may be called Bp; 
the energy due to the superposition of, the fields of rhe diffel'ent 

_ elt'\mentary magnets : Bq .. 
We calculate pand q for ~he whole space (outside B only ether 

being assumed) and then have to subtract from this snm the energy 
in the outRide space furnished by tbe elementary magnets that are 
inside the sphere. Let this be B1'. 

Then 
C=p+q-1'. 

Let fllrthel' B U, be the energy of the (rotatory) heat motion, 
w hich opposes the directing of the particles (U, is reckoned here 
per unit of volume). 

Then the whole enel'gy per unit of volume is: 

ij = a + b + p + q .:..- r - t klJtJ2 -I- u,. 
By the own energ)' p is to be understood that which is due 

to the constItution of tbe elementary magnet and to its own field. 
As on the assnmption A nothing ever changes of tbe elementary 
magnet, p is an absolute constant which need not be further considered. 

On the assllmption B, by ]J is understood the energy (magnetic 
and even! llally ordmary kinetic) which corresponds to' the l'otation 
l'ound the fiXIS a (§ 48e). This energy is supposed not to be included 
in U,. As the velocity of that rotatioll changes by induction, p is 
not an absolute constant on this aE.sumption. 
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According to A as weIl as \,0 B (cf. § 520): -

a = ~ ( H + -~ jJf y , T = } jVf2, 

In cal cu lating' band q we have to distinguish between A and B: 
Assumption A. 1u this case fOl'mulae are yalid which correspond 

to those which are valid fol' electrically polarized partieles, viz,: 

b = - ~ jJf ( H + ~ jJf ) , [cf. (150)J 

whereas in calculating q we have to take for each partirle [cf, (152)J 

- ~ Cm. hll) , 

here hil IS the magnetIc force which at the place occupied by one 
particle is bl'onght about by the remaining particles situated inside 
the sphere E, m the magnetic moment of that partiele, considered 
as a vector, (a, b) representing the sc_alar product of two vectors a 
and b. lf we take the sum for all partieles inside E, we can write 

q = - ~ jJf !tIl. 

Assumption B. Now [cf. (151)J 

b = ~ jJl ( H + ~ M). 
In calculating q we have to take for each particle 

t (m, hld· [cf. § .52 a,yJ. 
This gives 

q = t Mh l /. 

On the assumption B we still have to consider the term p. 
For the own energy of a magnet we may write (§ 48e) 

t Qg2, 

but we must take into considel'ation, that the itngular velocIty ,Cf 

accQL'ding to equation (140) differs fl'om ,Cfo' Fl'om (140) follows 

.1. Q 2 _ 1 Q 2 _gokïhl COS{} 
2 g - < go , 

C 

if the second power of the last term in (140) is omitted (lf we 
retained tl1ls we should rake accOlint of a term which is even 
smaller than the enel'gy of the weak diamagnetism, whieh al wetJS 
OCCUl'S as a consequence of the appearance of the field and w hielt 
is superposed on the pal'amagnetism, l'espeeti vel}' ferl'omagnetism). 

To distinguish it fl'om the coefficient of the moleculal' field the 
q uan tity l.; of Cl 40) is indicated here by I 

From the formula,e of ~ 15 'one finds for the moment of the partiele 
1 -
-gok; 
o 
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hence the last term in the above expression becomes 

-(m.h). 

Here h is the whole magnetic force aeting on the partic:ie, viz. 
the LANGEnN force H (see below) with the exeeption of the molecular 
field kM. Omitting the constant term 1 Qgo2 we find 

p= -M(H -kM) =-HM + kM2. 

Oollecting the different terms we obtain aceording to: 
Assumption A. 

U=~(H + ~.iJ!)2 _ ~M(H + ~M)-~lYflli -~M~-~kM2+ ij, 
'2 3 3 3 2 1 9 2 r 

1 1 1 1 
=_H2 - _M2_ -Ml~l --kM2 + 0;. 

2 6 2 1 2 

If we 
1 

write H = H + '3 M + llil + kM fOl- the total force which 

IS to be put into LANGEVIN'S formuIa, we can also wrÏte 

U = k RB -1 HM + u;.. 
Assumption B: 

U= t (H +}M)2+~lYf( H + }M) - H.iJ! + klYP +! lYfltl1 

1 - gM2 - t k..:1!f2 + Ur 

With the aid of the above expression for H we find again 

U=1HB- 1 HM+ U, 
We may combine the diffel'ent terms of H-H to one and wrlte 

it in the form k' M. There wiU be no objection to tbis, if we 
cOllsider th at the term k lil is by) far preponderating. Tben 

H=H + k'1l1. 
With this we find 

TJle work done on tbe body at an infimteJy small cbange is 
EdB 

The heat to be sllpphed is then 

This gives 

dQ = dU-ll dB. 
,; 

dQ = Fl dH -k'J.l1 dM + dUr - H dB 
= -HdM -lc'MdM + dU, 
=dUr - HdM, 

which relation agrees with equation (18) oft,he pl'ecedingçommunication. 


